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Rising Tides with Radical Transparency:

Why and How to Open Source 
Your Data Platform 



● Who am I?
● Finding realistic, good quality projects to learn from is hard
● What is Dagster Open Platform (DOP)?
● What lessons can you learn from DOP?
● How else can you learn?
● How can you open source?

A quick overview



● Tim Castillo
● Fun Fact

○ Every morning, I share 
a banana with one of 
my cats

● Data Engineer + Developer 
Advocate for Dagster Labs

Who am I?



Finding realistic, good quality projects to 
learn from is hard



Dagster Open Platform (DOP) is a public repository of 
Dagster Lab’s own data pipelines.

It’s what a fast-growing SaaS startup does, and includes 
parts of our cloud product analytics, marketing 

attribution, and KPIs



What can I do with Dagster Open Platform?

What is Dagster?

What can you learn about data engineering from DOP?



What is Dagster?
● Dagster is a Python-based framework for 

orchestrating data pipelines
● Users focus on building their data assets, 

rather than the tasks to make them
○ Assets are tables, files, ML models, etc.

● This asset-centric approach comes with 
features and buildings blocks like:
○ Partitioning your data
○ Rebuilding data automatically
○ Cost observability







 Dagster is a framework for orchestrating assets in data 
pipelines

Dagster Open Platform is written in Dagster, but you 
don’t need to use Dagster to learn from it



What lessons can you learn from DOP?
● Ingesting data from various sources 

with different tools
● Discovering new tools and utilities
● Finetune a RAG model
● Syncing data to Salesforce
● Testing externally validated data
● CI/CD
● Local, staging, and production 

environments
● And more!

● Common heuristics for data quality 
tests

● Pythonic best practices
● Partitioning data to improve 

performance
● Documentation standards
● Python type hinting and annotations
● Software design patterns
● dbt best practices
● SQL query optimization techniques

None of this is Dagster-exclusive



Use software design patterns

Invest in developer experience

Be environment-aware

Thinking of your data in partitions



Use design patterns



Design patterns help you make
sustainable and scalable code



Invest in developer experience



Make it easy to run and contribute



Be environment-aware



Optimize your workflows per environment



Think in partitions

Link to File

https://github.com/dagster-io/dagster-open-platform/blob/0156cb5b3b84626bc716d98ff79645ebd21e8739/dagster_open_platform/assets/aws_cost_reporting.py


Save time and money by
partitioning your data



Use software design patterns

Invest in developer experience

Be environment-aware

Thinking of your data in partitions



How else can you learn?



Other resources
● MIT Open Learning
● Ibis Project
● GitLab Analytics
● Mattermost’s Data Warehouse

https://github.com/mitodl/ol-data-platform
https://github.com/ibis-project/ibis-analytics/tree/main
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-data/analytics/-/tree/master?ref_type=heads
https://github.com/mattermost/mattermost-data-warehouse






How to navigate the open source process



1. Get leadership buy-in
2. Navigate their priorities and needs
3. Understand the responsibility involved
4. Build processes and safeguards
5. Make the culture shift across the company

So you want to show off your work?



Get leadership buy-in



1. Be Compliant - Our data or sensitive business logic must not be 
open-sourced as part of this process

2. Don’t Sacrifice Productivity - We as data engineers cannot take 
a significant productivity hit by doing this. These are our data 
pipelines first, and education second, so don’t let it in our way.

3. Use Best Practices - Instead, use it as a forcing function to push 
for us writing better quality code knowing that the entire world 
could look at us

Navigate their priorities and needs



Understand the responsibility involved



1. All pull requests/code review happens in our internal repository
2. Merged pull requests push code changes to the public repository
3. Things we want to keep private are defined by a .gitignore-like file

Build processes and safeguards



Make the culture shift across the company



The reception to DOP has been great
● A stronger and more active 

community of data engineers
● Easy to link to these real-life 

examples during support
● More self-sufficient users
● Engineers can still easily 

contribute 



1. Get leadership buy-in
2. Navigate their priorities and needs
3. Understand the responsibility involved
4. Build processes and safeguards
5. Make the culture shift across the company

Summary



Data engineering is a hard and lonely journey

Dagster Open Platform is a public project for you to 
learn software engineering best practices from

Navigating the open source process is like building 
trusted analytics



Try Dagster

Python-based framework for orchestrating data 
pipelines

Star the Dagster Open Platform 
Repository

Keep up the changes we roll out for ourselves

Next steps & resources

36

dagster.io


